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Abstract: Due to the daily use of mobile technologies, we live in constant connection with the
world through the Internet. Technological innovations in smart devices have allowed us to carry
out everyday activities such as communicating, working, studying or using them as a means of
entertainment, which has led to smartphones displacing computers as the most important device
connected to the Internet today, causing users to demand smarter applications or functionalities that
allow them to meet their needs. Artificial intelligence has been a major innovation in information
technology that is transforming the way users use smart devices. Using applications that make use of
artificial intelligence has revolutionised our lives, from making predictions of possible words based
on typing in a text box, to being able to unlock devices through pattern recognition. However, these
technologies face problems such as overheating and battery drain due to high resource consumption,
low computational capacity, memory limitations, etc. This paper reviews the most important artificial
intelligence algorithms for mobile devices, emphasising the challenges and problems that can arise
when implementing these technologies in low-resource devices.

Keywords: algorithms; architectures; artificial intelligence; challenges; classification; deep learning;
federated learning; limited resources; mobile devices

1. Introduction

Smartphones have become an essential part of our daily lives and are considered
personal devices for individuals. Initially, smartphones were primarily intended for
business [1]; however, in a few years, they have replaced computers as the most important
device connected to the Internet [2], leading to a high demand for smarter applications or
functionalities to meet consumer needs.

Artificial intelligence has been a topic of controversy in all areas since its implementa-
tion in computer video games. This technology has opened to many fields of knowledge,
making a solid path for smartphones to perform many tasks that make people’s lives easier,
such as recognising places through a photograph taken from the device’s camera, inter-
preting voice commands, biometric pattern recognition to unlocking devices, automatic
emergency calls when a medical mishap occurs, etc. In addition, artificial intelligence can
strike the right balance between hardware and software, allowing for more sophisticated
functionalities. Therefore, it is possible to process, analyse and implement the optimal
configuration of resources to increase the lifetime of devices and balance the hardware
features of cameras to take pictures in extreme lighting conditions or, on the contrary, in
low light for night photography. In addition, artificial intelligence has been part of many
devices in recent years such as so-called smart homes, which can be managed automatically
via a mobile app. Companies such as Google and Amazon have created innovation in
common devices that we use in our homes, such as lamps, speakers, appliances, etc., as well
as smart home devices that help people with everyday tasks, with products such as Alexa
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or Google Assistant. However, with the constant demand for new functionalities, the cur-
rently used artificial intelligence algorithms are becoming obsolete, and as improvements
are made, their computational cost and demand for resources increases, which means that
optimisation methods must be sought to be implemented in low-resource devices.

This paper presents a review of the main artificial intelligence algorithms that can be
adapted for mobile devices to fulfill image and text classification functionalities, as well
as providing a comparison of the main algorithms and methods analysed. The rest of
this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the challenges and problems that
may arise when implementing machine learning in mobile devices. Section 3 details the
architectures that can be used to implement machine learning on mobile devices. Section 4
describes the algorithms that can be implemented for image and video detection. Section 5
describes the algorithms that are used for text analysis on mobile devices. Section 6
describes the different frameworks available to implement machine learning on mobile
devices. Section 7 mentions how federated learning works, and finally, Section 8 presents
the conclusions of the work.

2. Challenges and Issues

The use of artificial intelligence algorithms in mobile devices has helped to maximise
the functionalities we can perform with a mobile phone in different areas of research;
processing input data, such as images, text or audio; image recognition; object detection;
and gesture recognition, taking into account the CPU (central processing unit) and GPU
(graphics processing unit) of the device.

Some advantages of machine learning on mobile devices are low latency, privacy,
offline operation and low or no cost. However, mobile devices can be restricted in terms of
storage, memory, computing resources and power consumption [3].

Challenges that can arise with the implementation of mobile algorithms include the
conversion of large models to device-friendly models such as CoreML, TFLite, Edge ML or
WinML using, for example, Tensorflow with a performance advantage. Other challenges
that may arise are associated the version of the mobile device, as not all have updates or
will soon be discontinued, as well as the version of the SDK [4].

Common challenges include limited computational and memory power when running
machine learning processes consuming a lot of device resources. This also includes issues of
limited bandwidth and connectivity, as well as easy and efficient deployment of the models,
as they have to be customized and adapted to their intended use, taking into account device
deployment management, as well the quality of the data with which the models are trained
and data overfitting, whereby the model becomes adjusted to the training data to such an
extent that it does not generalize well to the test data [5,6].

It is also necessary to take into account the security of the data that can be used in the
models or the data that are processed on mobile devices, since the information may contain
sensitive data that could damage the integrity of users.

3. Architectures for Machine Learning on Mobile Devices

Machine learning models consist of two fundamental phases that can be performed in
cloud or on-device architectures: training and inference. The training of a model involves
finding patterns and grouping them according to their similarity, with the aim of minimising
losses in most test examples; this process is called empirical risk minimisation. Inference is
the process whereby the trained model is tested; once the AI learns the patterns, it creates
an inference model that it uses to solve or classify a given problem. This base architecture
allows AI models to learn complex structures without requiring large amounts of data.
In this section, we review architectures that are used to implement machine learning
models on mobile devices, emphasising the advantages and disadvantages of their use,
such as cloud, on-device and hybrid architectures.
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3.1. Cloud

For the development of machine learning functions, the type of development to be
carried out must be taken into account, as this will determine how functional the proposal is
and how well it will meet the needs of the target audience. There are two types of paradigms
associated with the infrastructure that makes use of cloud services for machine learning.
The first involves the use of cloud computing only to make inferences, and the second
involves the developer performing the training and testing using cloud infrastructure, as
explained below.

3.1.1. Testing without Training

Currently, there is a large number of applications that make use of platforms dedicated
to providing machine learning services by performing their functions in the cloud. These
platforms are called machine learning as a service (MLaaS) [7]. The MLaaS concept is an
umbrella term for various cloud-based platforms that use machine learning to provide
functionalities such as predictive analytics, data preprocessing, model creation, execution
orchestration, model deployment, etc. Companies such as Google, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle
and Amazon, among others, offer such services. Table 1 shows platforms that can provide
applications created by developers with specialised servers to deploy complex, resource-
intensive machine learning functions [8–12]. Generally, the models on these platforms are
retrained on a regular basis, supporting high confidence in the predictions.

This architecture is the most beneficial for applications that are mounted on devices
with very low performance, as it allows only a small amount of data to be sent to the server
that performs all the processing work; however, this architecture does not ensure privacy,
as the data used to make inferences leave the device. This problem increases when the
data that travel are personal, as any vulnerability in the APIs could compromise access
to these data.

Table 1. Cloud Machine Learning comparison.

Service Description Interface Models Extras

Amazon [12]

Automated infrastructure
that applies ML techniques
to information stored
on Amazon Web
Services.

Amazon ML console,
Amazon CLI

Users can use
their information with
pretrained algorithms
that can be
included in:
- Regression;
- Binary classification;
- Multiclass
classification.

Additional payments
for information stored
in a collection of
cloud computing
services billed
separately.

Google
Cloud [8]

Gives customers
access to cutting-edge
algorithms used by
Google with
the help of other
industry-leading
applications for use
in searches. Users
have the ability
to make their
own algorithms.

The terminal
is run using gcloud ml-engine
to control tensor flow
processes.

Customers have the
ability to create
models or use
pretrained models
that are supported
by following apps:
-Multimedia analysis
(image and video);
-Dialogue recognition;
-Text analysis;
-Translation.

Google account
required.
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Table 1. Cont.

Service Description Interface Models Extras

IBM
Watson [9]

Focuses on
putting algorithms
into production
using REST
API connectors.

-IBM’s SPSS graphical
analysis software
can be used as
a front end;
-API connectors allow
customers to design
models in third-party
data science applications.

Users can design
algorithms in any
language using
REST API connectors.
Access to Apache
Speak’s MLlib
library of machine
learning models is
available through
IBM’s Data Science
Experience
workbench platform
(implementation
currently in a closed
beta).

A Bluemix account is required.

Microsoft
Azure [10]

Includes predefined
models that clients
can use on
their data.

Azure Machine
Learning Studio,
R and Python
coding.

Customers may use
their information in
algorithms, including:
- Decision tree;
-Bayesian systems;
-Deep neural networks;
- Decision jungles;
-The rating service
supports these
algorithms;
-Binary
classification.
-Regression clustering.

A paid Azure account
and a free
Microsoft account
are required.

Oracle [11]

Oracle is a database
architecture relational in
which data are managed
and processed over
local and wide
area networks.
The Oracle database
has its own
networking component
to enable communications
across networks.

Oracle machine
learning AutoML.

Machine learning
function.

Oracle Platform account
required.

Figure 1 shows a general outline of a basic machine learning architecture. First,
an app makes a request for information to the API about the image, the API communicates
with the application through the remote server and data are sent to the cloud. Then,
the platform makes a prediction about the image and returns the result of the prediction.
This architecture is popular among service applications to define usage trends such as
music preferences based on played tracks or for video streaming services to generate
recommendations based on tastes and content viewing time.

3.1.2. Training and Testing

One of the biggest limitations of mobile devices in the implementation of machine
learning models in their functions is that when training and testing are performed, a large
amount of resources such as RAM memory, energy and time is consumed. This is because
in order for the models to be highly accurate, large datasets are necessary for the model
to learn the patterns and make more accurate inferences. Therefore, in some situations,
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these two functions must be performed in a cloud architecture as in [13–19]. A summary of
research using a cloud approach for data training and inference is provided in Table 2.

Figure 1. Machine learning online model architecture.

Table 2. Overview of proposals for cloud inference and training.

Approach Architecture Device or Technology Proposal Scope Reference

JoinDNN Hybrid Mobile
Computing with a mobile
device and the cloud Eshratifar et al. [13]

Pie-NET Cloud 3D Points Parametric inference of edges Wang et al. [14]

MEANet Cloud IoT Image Classification Long et al. [15]

SPINN Cloud CNN CNN splitting at run time Laskaridis et al. [16]

DATAMIX Hybrid Edge devices Speech recognition Liu et al. [17]

PieSlicer Cloud Online services Cloud-based CNN inference Ogden et al. [18]

Deep Learning Inference
on Real-time Cloud DNN Cloud development Li et al. [19]

As shown in Figure 2, the architecture does not change with respect to the previous
one; the only difference is that the service provider enables model training with our
own datasets, which leads to a design more tailored to the needs of our application and
customised to our data. The developer can upload the data for training either from the
application itself or using a different service and use them to perform the training in the
cloud. However, this scheme has the same privacy issues as the previous one.

Figure 2. Machine learning online model architecture: training and testing in the cloud.

3.2. On-Device Architecture

One of the architectures that is rarely used involves training and inference on the
device because machine learning algorithms are often not optimized for low-resource
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devices, which leads to a high consumption of power and resources and high latency. This
architecture helps maintain user privacy, as user data remain on the device.

3.2.1. On-Device Testing with Pretrained Models

Making predictions on the device has its advantages. First, privacy is increased
because the data do not leave the device at any time, and there is no need for an API for
the application to communicate with the machine learning model, which helps to avoid
the introduction of an element into the architecture that could put the user’s data at risk.
Secondly, it lowers the response time from the time the request is made to the model until
a prediction is made, achieving latencies of the order of microseconds in particular cases,
as well as improving the amount of bandwidth used. This low latency is fundamental for
architectures for which response time is crucial, such as an autonomous car. In addition,
because device models must be as small as possible, it affects the ability of inference
accuracy and flexibility of use, as they are tailored to specific circumstances.

In order to run machine learning models on a limited-resource device, it is necessary
to convert the original model files into TensorFlow Lite files. This is a framework specially
designed for running deep learning models on the device, storing models in a special low-
storage file format that enables low execution rates by reducing computing and memory
requirements [20]. As seen in Figure 3, to perform inference on a given image, the applica-
tion must load the pretrained model from internal storage and then perform the necessary
computations locally on the device. Compared to previous architectures, this one does not
need to communicate with a remote server or API to perform its functions. The developer
only needs to check if the pretrained model meets the application requirements, then load
it into the application. If not, a custom model is needed, which can be trained and adjusted
to the application’s needs on a computer or in the cloud. The pretrained model can be a
common model used for a specific purpose or tailored to research needs, such as in [21–26].

As previously discussed, an application that performs all data processing on the device
using algorithms preloaded into the device’s storage is appropriate when it is necessary to
preserve the user’s privacy, as the user’s data never leave the device. An example is the
solution presented in [27], in which the authors presented a solution for detection of spam
in short text messages (SMS), as such messages may contain sensitive user information that,
if disclosed, could compromise some aspect of the user’s personal life.

Figure 3. Machine learning model architecture on-device testing.
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3.2.2. Training and Testing on the Device

This architecture is perhaps the most optimal for low-scale data processing (Figure 4).
It preserves user privacy, as training and inferences are performed on the device, allowing
the application to continue learning from the data first hand. In addition, it helps to
avoid the costs and bandwidth requirement associated with using cloud services. This
architecture is feasible in scenarios using smaller machine learning algorithms. As shown
above, using pretrained models stored on the device to make predictions leads to a decrease
in the accuracy of the results. This is mainly due to the use of optimised models that are too
small or basic ML algorithms, given the processing limitations that may be encountered, as
in [24].

Figure 4. Machine learning model architecture on-device testing and inference.

3.3. Hybrid

This architecture involves two stages, the first of which occurs on the mobile device and
the second of which occurs in the cloud. In a hybrid architecture of the automatic learning
model, the model performs the extraction of internal characteristics; these characteristics
feed the models of the second stage to predict the response variable [28]. This architecture
allows the model to be refined by adapting it to the individual model and customising it to
the user’s individual data.

4. Image and Video Classification Algorithms on Mobile Devices

The algorithms that are used for image classification are mostly used for computers,
which leads to more computational complexity and processing power for training data,
which, when performing image processing such as image classification to identify a person
in a photo on a mobile device, is done with algorithms with low computational cost to
avoid latency, high memory consumption, high battery consumption and other potential
problems. Currently, deep learning models are often used for image classification and
recognition; the main algorithms used for this type of classification in mobile devices are
described in the next sections.
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4.1. MobileNet

MobileNet is a model that can be deployed on mobile devices to meet the intelligence
needs of the market for mobile applications due to the low number of parameters required
for training, low latency in processing inferences and low consumption of computing
resources. Mobilenet consists of an architecture based on depth-separated convolutions,
allowing the model to be quite light and efficient. It can be used for classification, de-
tection, embedding and segmentation and is used in a similar way to other large-scale
models [29,30].

• MobileNetV2 is the second version of the MobileNet model that greatly improves the
accuracy and inference time of the model. This update contains a full convolution
layer with 32 filters and 19 bottleneck layers and direct access connections [29,31].

• MobileNetV3: This version of the model is based on the EfficientNet search method
with specific parameter space targets required for use on mobile devices. It is a
lightweight model that allows for image classification with low inference times and
fits architectures with limited computational resources [32,33].

Among the areas in which this model has been used to improve and automate pro-
cesses are botany, botanics [34–37], medicine [38–42], manufacturing [43], zoology [44],
digital forensics processes [45], etc.

MobileNet Architecture

As discussed above, MobileNet is based on an architecture based on depth-separable
convolutions. This convolution consists of two operations: depthwise convolution and
pointwise convolution. Depthwise convolution applies separate convolutions to each chan-
nel of the input tensor, i.e., a traditional n × m convolution on a colour image. Subsequently,
the activation maps resulting from the convolution operations are concatenated on the
depth axis. A traditional 1× 1 convolution is then applied to the resulting tensor (pointwise
convolution), which combines the channels of the concatenated activation maps [46].

4.2. EfficientNet

Convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) are developed with a fixed resource re-
quirement in mind, then scaled up to obtain better accuracy if more resources are available.

The EfficientNets family of models was designed based on the neural architecture
and scaling efficiency of MobileNet and ResNet, achieving better precision and efficiency
than their base models. The EfficientNet model, like MobileNet, uses a convolutional
neural network (CNN) architecture that improves performance by uniformly balancing
and scaling depth, width and resolution using a composite coefficient, limiting those of the
convolutional network to fixed portions of the parameters. The composite scaling method
intuits that if the input image is larger, the network needs to increase the receptive field by
increasing layers and channels to capture detailed patterns from the input image [22].

The EfficientNet model conforms to the MnasNET search method by adding two
important concepts, squeeze and excitation blocks (swish activation function and the SE),
making use of inventive residual blocks from MobileNetV2 [32].

4.2.1. EfficientNet Architecture

The scaling efficiency of the model is also highly dependent on the reference network.
Using the AutoML MNAS framework, a neural architecture is sought to improve the
scaling performance in order to optimise the accuracy and efficiency of the model. This
architecture makes use of mobile bottleneck inverse convolution (MBConv) techniques
such as MobileNetV2 and MnasNet; however, it assumes a larger size due to a higher
accuracy and efficiency rate [47], as proposed in [22].
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4.2.2. EfficientNet Variants

The EfficientNet model is one of the most relevant among the latest models. This model
achieves an assumption of 84.4%. As discussed, EfficientNets models rely on AutoML
and composite scaling to increase resource efficiency and achieve superior performance.
Following this method, different versions of EfficientNet have been developed; starting
from B0, improving the composite scaling method, the EfficientNet B1 to B7 versions were
obtained [48]. Although the number of parameters increases, the increase is not significant,
while the accuracy increases significantly in contrast to other CNN models [49].

For the generation of new versions of EfficientNet, it is only necessary to scale the
network when a set of heuristic scaling characteristics of the base network (B0) is present,
which enables the production of increasingly larger networks. In short, each step of a larger
network requires a square amount of computation. Therefore, a large amount of training
time is necessary to deploy a network that has good accuracy-related results [32]. Table 3
shows the characteristics of each of the EfficientNet-derived models from B0 to B7, as well
as the input size in pixels, the number of parameters and the accuracy [22,50].

Table 3. Comparison of features of EfficientNet models.

Version Input Size (px) #Params Accuracy

EfficientNetB0 224 × 224 4,057,253 76.3%/93.2%

EfficientNetB1 240 × 240 6,582,914 78.8%/94.4%

EfficientNet-B2 260 × 260 7,777,012 79.8%/94.9%

EfficientNet-B3 300 × 300 10,792,746 81.1%/95.5%

EfficientNet-B4 380 × 380 17,684,570 82.6%/96.3%

EfficientNet-B5 456 × 456 28,525,810 83.3%/96.7%

EfficientNet-B6 528 × 528 40,973,969 84.0%/96.9%

EfficientNet-B7 600 × 600 64,113,049 84.4%/97.1%

4.2.3. EfficientNet-Lite

EfficientNet-Lite is derived from the state-of-the-art EfficientNet architecture [51].
EfficientNet is a model that has achieved outstanding results in image recognition, speech
recognition and video detection and improves the overall prediction/recognition accuracy.
This model is suitable for deployment in devices with limited resources, such as mobile
phones that implement EfficientNet-Lite, due to low resource consumption and low storage
demand due to the low number of parameters needed to train the model. EfficientNet-Lite
runs on all mobile CPUs/GPUs/EdgeTPUs [52].

EfficientNet-Lite is based on the efficiency of EfficientNet and is used in edge devices,
with five variants that vary in precision and size of the model (number of parameters).
EfficientNet-Lite0 is the low-latency and low-size version of the model and, EfficientNet-
Lite4 is the high-precision version.

Figure 5 the red line represents the different versions of EfficientNet-lite and the
blue line represents popular models for image classification (MobileNetV2, ResNet50 and
InceptionV4). The comparison is made in terms of latency and accuracy is quantized with
integers only and using the ImageNet dataset running in real time. As shown EfficientNet-
Lite4, achieves an accuracy of 80.4% as does the InceptionV4 model, however the latter
has a higher latency of approximately 80 ms. This last figure is significant because the
processing [53].

Table 4 shows some algorithms that perform well on mobile devices, analysing the
input parameters and the output of each of the models in comparison with EfficientNet.
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Figure 5. EfficientNet-Lite latency (ms) vs Accuracy (top 1) [53].

Table 4. Characteristics of the operation of models on mobile devices.

PRE-Trained Model Image Input Size (px) Acuracy Parameters Inference Time Size

EfficientNetV2 [54] 300 × 300 83% 55 M 57 ms 220 MB

MobileNet [55] 224 × 224 70.4% 4.3 M 22.6s 16 MB

MobileNetV2 [55] 224 × 224 71.3% 3.5 M 25.9 ms 14 MB

ResNet50 [56] 224 × 224 74.9% 25.6 M 58.2 ms 98 MB

VGG16 [57] 224 × 224 71.3% 138.4 M 69.5 ms 528 MB

InceptionV3 [58] 299 × 299 77.9% 23.9 M 42.2 ms 92 MB

NASNetMobile [59] 224 × 224 74.4% 5.3 M 27 ms 23 MB

DenseNEt121 [60] 224 × 224 75% 8.1 M 77.1 ms 33 MB

Xception [59] 299 × 299 79% 22.9 M 109.4 ms 88 MB

The variants of the EfficientNet model shown in Table 3 were used to create the
EfficientNet-Lite model, which can be implemented on mobile devices with unlimited
resources and perform as well as the EfficientNet model for computers. Table 4 shows
algorithms that, thanks to the low number of parameters used for their training, can be
adapted to mobile phones; for example, MobileNet and MobileNetV2 achieve a similar
accuracy of 70% and 71%, respectively. The number of parameters used is also relatively
low, which means that the storage necessary for its operation is around 16 MB. Other algo-
rithms, although they achieve similar performance to MobileNet, require a large amount of
resources for processing. A special case is EfficientNet, which despite the higher number of
parameters, has versions that can be adapted to a mobile device using TensorflowLite.

5. Text Analytics Algorithms on Mobile Devices

Natural language interface (NLI) helps clients to interact with their computer using
high-level language instead of using machine language in the command line interface or
with the graphical user interface [61]. NLI involves user–computer interaction, helping
the computer to understand high-level language, enabling search queries through text
or spoken language.

Mobile devices present usage challenges for users because they are small and have
limited resources and network connection, among other elements [62]. Natural language
has been implemented in novel applications such as database queries, question answers,
personalisation, etc. NLI focuses on the work of desktop computer systems. NLI on mobile
devices expands knowledge theoretically and practically to improve mobile devices.
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One area that has attracting attention from researchers is the use of lightweight,
pretrained deep learning models to perform text processing on devices, which can allow
for the classification of text messages, application messages, notifications, etc., without the
need to connect to a remote server to make inferences. However, this task is complex
due to hardware limitations such as RAM, storage or battery requirements. Algorithms
designed for mobiles must have few training parameters to make the model light enough
to be supported.

In [63] the authors proposed TinyBERT, a BERT-based model that, to enable its use in
resource-constrained devices, makes use of novel methods to distill transformer knowledge
both in the pretraining stage and in the task-specific learning stage to be implemented.

On the other hand, in [64], MobileBERT, an algorithm based on BERT_Large de-
signed between self-attenuation and feed-forward networks, was proposed. The results
obtained by the authors show that MobileBert is 4.3 times smaller and 5.5 times faster than
BERT_Base.

MobileBERT is a bidirectional transformer based on the BERT model, which is com-
pressed and accelerated using various approaches. Masquerade language modeling (MLM)
is effective in predicting masquerade tokens and in NLU in general. MLM is not optimal
for text generation, but models trained with a causal language modeling (CLM) goal are
better in that regard [63]. The architecture of MobileBERT is shown in the Figure 6.

Figure 6. MobileBERT architecture. (a) BERT; (b) MobileBERT teacher; (c) MobileBERT student [64].

DistilBERT is a transformer model that is smaller and faster than BERT. DistilBERT
is trained on a corpus previously in self-supervised mode with the base BERT model [65].
DistilBERT was pretrained on three targets: masked language modelling (MLM), loss of
cosine embedding and distillation loss.

This model is one of the most efficient; in addition to needing few parameters for
its training, the space required to store the model makes it ideal for applications on
mobile devices.

For example, Saha et al. [66], collected data from text posted on social networks
and classified how children are harassed by various comments online. The aim of this
work was to show society the risks that children face with the use of communication
applications. In [67], the authors used this model to detect comments that denote online
aggression and conclude that the use of information from multiple depths increases the
model’s performance. In addition, in [68], the authors presented TopicBERT to optimise
the computational cost of fine tuning for document classification, which was achieved by
complementary learning of thematic and linguistic models in a unified framework.
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6. Frameworks for Mobile Devices

Current tools on the market that allow for the implementation of machine learning
models on mobile, which, as we have seen, allow the functionalities of applications to be
expanded to other areas. In addition to the tools already mentioned, other tools provide
functionalities to generate machine learning models for mobile devices, as shown in Table 5.

• TensorFlow Lite: Is a computational intelligence platform for local inference designed
primarily for low-resource computing hardware such as mobile devices and embedded
and edge systems. It enables on-device artificial intelligence by supporting program-
mers in running their models on relevant hardware and IoT devices [69]. This tool
provides various methods of optimisation, compression and conversion of an ML
model into a tflite format. This platform ensures data security through local device
training without the need for an Internet connection [70].

• OpenCV: OpenCV is an open-source computer library developed in C and C++ on
Linux, Windows and MacOS X with support for Python, Ruby Matlab and other
languages [71]. It also supports mobile applications, which allows for the development
of applications that require face recognition, object detection, image processing and
manipulation, etc.

• The ML Kit by Google: Is a free mobile development SDK for Google’s machine
learning model in Android and iOS applications. It has features in its computer vision
and natural language processing APIs. All ML Kit APIs run on the device, enabling
real-time use cases. This also means that the functionality is available offline [72].

• Core ML: Is a machine learning development kit for Apple devices. It offers easy
integration of machine learning models into applications. This library allows the user
to transform models generated by other libraries using the ML Core utility, in addition
to allowing users to preview the model directly from Xcode and download it using the
ML Core Ready utility. It also allows the user to transform models from other types of
libraries using Core ML Converters or downloaded ready-made Core ML models and
preview the model easily or directly in Xcode. Furthermore, the kit allows the user to
create computer vision, natural language, speech and audio models [73].

• Google Cloud AI: Tools use Google technologies to help developers solve common AI
problems. Google AI continuously updates products and implemented algorithms
in order to achieve the best inference results for developers. Google AI features
include speech-to-text conversion, natural language processing and optical character
recognition, among others [74].

• CAFFE2: Caffe2 provides an easy way to provide proof of concept and take advantage
of the contributions of new models and algorithms provided by the scientific commu-
nity. GPUs can be use in the cloud to train large volumes of data and scale trained
models to mobile devices using Caffe2’s cross-platform libraries [75].

• DialogFlow: Is a natural language understanding platform with which users can
design a conversational user interface and embed it in a mobile or web application.
It analyzes different file types of input such as text input or audio input, such as a
voice recording, and can respond to users in different ways such as through text or an
artificial voice [76].

• Microsoft Cognitive Services: Is an artificial intelligence (AI) service that bases its
operation on sending data to a central server that is in charge of carrying out the
training and returning the trained model to the source device. This service helps
developers add cognitive intelligence to applications without prior AI knowledge
or skills. Azure Cognitive Services enables developers to add functionality to their
applications such as the ability to see, hear, speak and analyze [77].

• The Firebase ML Kit: Is a set of tools and services that focused on offering the developer
powerful machine learning so that can be included in apps using an Android or iOS
system. It has a set of APIs, also known as an application programming interfaces, that
is cloud-enabled and allows the user to perform different actions, such as recognizing
text, recognizing landmarks and image tagging [78].
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Table 5. Tools for implementing machine learning applications on mobile devices.

Model Features Support Functions

CAFFE2 [75] Integration with mobile applications C++, Python, Android, IOS Training and testing on the device

OpenCV [79]
Integration with mobile applications;
Facial recognition;
Gesture recognition

C++, Java, Python, Android, IOS Training and testing on the device

TensorFlow Lite [20,69]
Lightl
Integration with mobile devices;
Efficient

Android, IOS, RaspBerry Pi Training and testing on the device

Google ML KIT [72]
Light;
Integration with mobile devices;
High speed of inference

Android, IOS Training and testing on the device

DialogFlow [76,80]

Multichannel implementation;
Advanced AI;
State-based models;
End-to-end administration

C, C#, Go, Java
Node.js, Python Inferences in the cloud

Microsoft Cognitive
Services [77,81]

Computer vision;
Speech recognition;
Natural language understanding;
Decision management

Python, Java, .NET, JS, GO, PHP Inferences in the cloud

Core ML [73]
Creation of models;
Pretrained or own models;
No training allowed

IOS and converted models from other libraries
Model implementation;
Pretrained on devices

Firebase ML Kit [78]

Text recognition;
Image tagging;
Object recognition and tracking;
Language identification

Android, iOS Inferences on the device or in the cloud

Google Cloud AI [74]
Speech to text;
Natural language;
Document AI

Java, Go, Python, Node.js Inferences on the device or in the cloud

Pytorch Mobile [82] Integration in mobile applications iOS, Android and Linux Training and testing on the device
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7. Federated Learning

Federated learning is an ML environment in which different clients collaborate to learn
a centralised model while keeping client data decentralised [83]. In this model, several
users share data remotely to a server for centralized deep learning model training; this
improves iteratively, meaning that the more data are shared by the clients, the better fit the
model will have. The training and tuning process is simple; first, each client downloads the
pretrained base model from the cloud, which is trained with the client’s data (private or
public), and a model summary is created with the new data. The new model configuration
is encrypted and sent back to the server, performing the reverse process of encryption, and
the model is integrated with the client data and the base model [84].

Federated learning allows mobile devices to collaboratively learn the shared prediction
model so that all training data can be kept on the device, which helps train the machine
learning algorithm while allowing each device to maintain its own private and local data.
This technology provides pervasive machine learning solutions, as well as flexible and
managed real-time data. Federated learning can be used for numerous tasks and contexts,
including offline and online learning procedures for algorithms [85,86].

In order to ensure user privacy, when a model is deployed on a mobile device using
federated Learning features, the device initially downloads the base model (A) from a
remote server; when there is a data candidate for retraining, this model summarises the
changes as a update to the base model (B), which is sent to refresh the core model via
encrypted communication (C). This ensures that no user data, whether private or not, leave
the device and that no individual updates are stored in the cloud [85] (see Figure 7).

There are three types of federated learning [87]:

• Vertical federated learning: Is applied in cases in which the datasets share the same
sample space but have a different feature space, with training data vertically divided.

• Horizontal federated learning: Is proposed for architectures for which the participat-
ing customer datasets share the same type of characteristics but have different data
samples, with the entire data set divided horizontally into data samples and assigned
to two customers.

• Hybrid federated learning: Is applied when datasets from different customers have not
only have different sample architectures but also share different feature architectures.

Figure 7. Functioning of federated learning. (A) the device downloads the base model, (B) sum-
marises the changes as a update to the base model, (C) sent to refresh the core model via encrypted
communication.
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Federated learning has been used to improve the utility of various types of appli-
cations. Some of the most prominent applications of federated learning are Android’s
Gboard for predictive text and Google Assistant, in addition to natural language pro-
cessing, autonomous vehicle, resource allocation, data science and health applications,
among others [83].

Federated learning has the functionality to be incorporated into other industries, such
as adding to customer financial records and adding to sound and image data. As more
technology moves to mobile phones and other peripheral devices, federated learning
provides a way to take advantage of streaming data [84].

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we analysed the literature on machine learning models that can be
used to create more sophisticated and intelligent applications. We analysed the main
architectures that a developer can use to implement machine learning models on mobile
devices, taking into account the privacy and processing characteristics of the device. We
also listed some of the most important frameworks that exist to implement AI models on
devices with limited processing, comparing which of these can be used to make inferences
either in the cloud or on the device. Since one of the main functionalities of AI applications
is image classification and text analysis, some models and works were shown that adjust the
parameters of the models so that they can be used in mobile devices, and a description of
the concept of federated learning and its advantages with respect to developments in terms
of privacy was provided. Finally, some challenges and problems currently encountered
when implementing robust models on smartphones in terms of processing power, latency
and memory were presented.

The technologies studied in this paper can be implemented on mobile devices to
achieve certain tasks due to the increasing demand for new functionalities to satisfy the
needs of users. With the implementation of artificial intelligence and machine learning
algorithms, functionalities can be implemented that help users to carry out more specific
activities in different areas, such as classifying images and videos, text analysis, predic-
tion of possible words when writing, biometrics and mobile device software security,
among others.In this work, it was possible to verify that for the implementation of machine
learning algorithms in mobile devices, the size, memory, CPU, GPU and updates of the
mobile device, as well as the security of sensitive information of a user, have to be taken
into account.
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